How to Play Marvel Villainous: Infinite Power (2020) board game
Game Setup
1. Choose your Villain & get each player takes: his villain Domain &
Mover, Villain guide, Villain deck, 11 Fate cards of each Villain in play, and
1 reference card for each player.
2. If there is Thanos, Killmonger or Ultron in the game – get
respective villain tiles.
3. Place villain Domain in front of you, face up (opened-up).
4. Prepare the Fate cards’ deck, by shuffling 15 Common Fate cards
and every villain’s Fate cards, to form a single deck.
5. Each villain shuffles and places his Villain deck to the left of his
domain. There must be 30 cards in it.
6. Place the Power, Strength and Soul Mark tokens to the Vault
within the reach of all the players.
7. Deal starting power tokens: First player gets none, 2nd player 1 Power token, the third and fourth players - 2 tokens each.
8. Read the objectives of every player and you are good to go.

Player Turn breakdown
During each player turn, follow the following steps:
1. Move your villain from its current location to another
location. You cannot move your Villain mover to enemy Domains’
locations or onto Event cards. Note that at the very start of the game,
your villain mover is placed onto the portrait of your Villain.
2. Perform actions. Each location has icons that represent
actions available. Perform the indicated actions in any order, and
remember - 1 action icon equals to 1 actual action. If there are duplicate
Icons in your location, this means u can perform the same action multiple
times.
3. Draw cards from your Villain deck up to a maximum of 4
cards in hand. If an effect would command you to draw additional cards,
this means that you have to select what to discard in order to not breach
the maximum of 4 cards.

Types of cards
There are two types of cards in the game - Villain cards & Fate cards.
Each Villain has its own Villain cards’ deck, as well as 11 Fate cards that
are used to construct the Fate cards’ deck at the beginning of the game.
Here are general rules on how to play these cards:
Play Villain cards from your hand:
● To the bottom of your Domain
● To Event Fate cards (by attaching your Villain card)
● To the tops of other players’ Domains (i.e. as Thanos to collect
Infinity Stones)
● To the right side area of your Domain, if that is a Specialty card.
Play Fate cards from the Fate card deck:
 to the Top areas of your opponents’ Domains (if that is a Hero);
 to the center of the tabletop area (if that is a Global Event);
 to the enemy villain play area (if that is a targeted Event card).

Types of actions
Gain Power. Collect Power tokens from the Vault, based on the
number indicated in the action icon. Place the power tokens onto your
Villain’s portrait. It is the currency of the game, you will be paying
power tokens for Villain cards’ purchases & ability activations.
Play a card. Play a card from your hand. You can play 1 card only
per 1 “play a card” icon. Most cards cost Power tokens to be played
(indication top left), Place your payment back to the Vault in order to
play a card. If you do not have enough Power tokens, you cannot play
the card. Not all Villain cards require Power tokens, but the action icon
still must be available in the location of your current turn.
Note that Items can only be played onto your Domain, while Ally
cards can also be placed onto Event cards. Once you play a card in any
location of your Domain, make sure to place it at the bottom section
of that location.
Activate. Choose a Villain card (Ally, Item, or Specialty cards)
that has an “activate” icon, Pay the respective activation price, if any, in
terms of Power tokens. Note that these effects are only active
momentarily, and in order to activate it again, you will need to use the
“activate” action and pay the price of the ability once again.
Relocate. Relocate Allies, Items, or Event cards (Villain deck)
from one to another location in your Domain. You cannot relocate
Fate cards, as well as your Allies onto enemy domains, except Thanos,
Killmonger, and Taskmaster, who have particular cards/rules to do so.
Any Items that are attached to the Allies (they can also be attached to
a location instead) you relocate them together with the Ally being
relocated.
Vanquish. Defeat one character (Hero or Ally) at any location in
your domain, using one re more of your Allies. Each character has a
strength indicated at lower left corner of a card. Your Allies must
combine to strength equal to or greater of the character you vanquish.
Fate. This action allows playing a card from the Fate deck onto
your opponent’s Domain, to disrupt their progress. To do so, make
sure that your Villain Mover is placed in the location of your Domain
where this action is available, then draw 1 card from the Fate deck, read
its effects, and put the card onto one of your opponent’s locations.
You may choose an opponent as a target freely unless the card
cannot be played for whatever reason. If that is the case, discard the
Fate card to end the action.
Discard cards. Discard Villain cards from your hand, to get new
cards at the end of your turn. You will draw as many cards as you
discarded.

Card types detailed explanation
Villain cards
There are 4 general types of Villain cards that will be explained below.
Ally cards. They represent your Villain’s henchmen & minions. Generally,
these cards serve for multiple purposes - to vanquishing Heroes, enemy allies, or
even provide you with additional effects. To play an Ally card, you must pay Power
tokens as per top left indication of such card. Once you pay the cost, you can
place it at the bottom part of any location in your Domain, or attach it to the Global
Event Fate card. There are also some Ally cards that have abilities, allowing you
to play the card onto the enemy Domain. If that is the case, play it at the top of
your opponent’s Domain.
Item cards. Items attach to Allies or can be placed directly in Domain
locations without any attachments. They provide benefits, such as activate ability,
increased strength to an Ally, or additional action symbol for a Domain location.
Note that Items cannot be relocated to Event Fate cards.
To play an Item, similarly, you must pay the price indicated at the top left
corner of the card, and place it at the bottom of the location in your Domain. Attach
the Item to an Ally, if the card description tells you to do that (if you don’t have an
Ally, you cannot play such Item). Anything that happens with your Ally is also
happening to your Item card (i.e. relocation or vanquishing).
Effect cards. These are the one-time abilities that you pay its cost and
implement its effect. Once you are done, place the card face up in the Discard pile
of your Villain deck.
Specialty cards. These are ongoing ability cards that the Villain can use
during its turn. You would not typically discard such a card unless it is required to
fulfill your objective.
To play a Specialty card, pay its cost indicated at the top left corner of the
card, and place it in your Domain’s Specialty area (right side of your Domain). The
card is not discarded after the play, and you may play it during your following
turns. Note that the activate ability of such a card may be free or may cost
additional power tokens.

Game modes
There are three game, all of them determine the difficulty of gameplay:
Omnipotent game mode is for the beginners. Remove all Event Fate cards
& ignore all card descriptions in relation to Events.
Inevitable game mode is for an intermediate difficulty of gameplay. For this
game mode, only 1 Global event can be included in the game. If the Global Event
card is drawn while the other is active, the drawn card is placed to the discard pile
ignoring its effect. The previously present Event Card remains in play until it is
resolved.
Undying game mode - this removes the limit of 1 Global Event card in
gameplay. This means that any villain in the game may be affected by numerous
Global Event cards at the same time.

Fate cards
Heroes. They represent the Avengers & other characters that eill nr placed
on Villain domains, covering actions of the locations they are in. To get rid of
them, Villains must vanquish or defeat them. To play a Hero card, draw it from
the Fate deck and place it onto the enemy villain’s Domain location, so that it
would cover the actions positioned in the top part of the location.
Please note that some of the Heroes have Villain signs, these signs
indicate which Villains would suffer more against the Hero, but you can always
choose which Villain to target by any Hero card.
Note that some Heroes have the “the protector” icon. If there are numerous
Heroes in a particular domain location, the villain must first vanquish the
protector Hero, prior targeting any other Heroes.
Each hero has a strength number indicated at the bottom left of the card.
You will want to vanquish Heroes that are onto your Domain, because they
cover useful actions. To vanquish a Hero, perform the vanquish action once you
gather enough Allies to match or exceed the strength of the respective Hero.
Then, place the Hero card into the Fate deck’s discard pile, and the Allies used
in the action to the discard pile of your Villain deck (unless the Ally card allows
otherwise).
Items & Effects. These Fate cards do not have any cost of playing them.
Simply follow the card’s description to full its effects, such as attachment of an
item to a Hero card or a penalty to the villain. If you draw an Effect card from the
Fate deck, you can choose the villain to be targeted with such a card.
Event cards. Event card is the last type of the Fate cards. There are
Global Event cards & Targeted Event cards. Global Event cards are without
Villain icons, and affect all players, while Targeted Event cards have a specific
villain icon and affect only that specific villain. Place Global Event cards in the
center of the play area, and Targeted Event cards nearby particular villain’s
Domain.
In order to resolve an Event card, attach Ally cards to it so that the sum of
strength would be equal or more than the number onto the Event card. Note
that only the targeted player can interact with Targeted Event cards.

Card actions
Play. Play a card onto your Domain or an Event card directly from your
deck or hand. Pay the cost of playing unless specified otherwise.
Reveal. Show cards to all players, then return them to the source.
Look. Privately check your Villain Deck or Fate Deck, shuffle afterwards.
Find. Search for a card in this specific order: 1) Your Domain & Event
cards in play; 2) Discard pile 3) Card deck. Once found, reveal the card and
follow the rest instructions that follow after “Find” action.
Defeat. Defeat targeted Hero or Ally, and place it to the respective discard
pile. If the character is defeated by the card effect, no Vanquish action icon is
required.
Remove. Place the target card to the respective discard pile. No Effects
can stop this action, and no rewards are gained (such as Infinity Stones).

